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Reporting Enhancements

New Folder for Enterprise Analytics Reporting
A new folder is introduced to the Enterprise Analytics Reporting (EAR) menu: Third Party Exports. The folder holds five reports, including two new CRedit reports:

- **CRedit Usage by Manuscript**: See description below.
- **CRedit Usage Report**: See description below.
- **ImpactVizor – Published Article Export**: This report outputs the required fields for upload of published articles into the Impact Vizor system, in the format required by Impact Vizor.
- **ImpactVizor – Rejected Article Export**: This report outputs the required fields for Impact Vizor’s Rejected Article Tracker report, in the format required by Impact Vizor.
- **Kudos Report**: This report facilitates the deposit of article summaries (provided by Authors) to Kudos.

**TO CONFIGURE:**
No configuration is necessary. Users with reporting permissions will see this new folder.

New CRedit Usage Reports
Two new EAR reports are introduced for tracking Contributor Roles and for reporting the data to CASRAI:

- **CRedit Usage by Manuscript** produces a report showing, for each submission on a publication’s site: Manuscript number, Article title, Revision number, and all Author and Contributor Roles.
- **CRedit Usage Report** creates two tables, listing all system- and user-defined Contributor Roles. One table indicates the number and percentage of unique Authors that have selected each Contributor Role. The other table indicates the number of unique documents for which each Contributor Role was selected.

**TO CONFIGURE:**
No configuration is necessary. This report is for publications collecting Contributor Roles information from Authors (PolicyManager > Submission Policies > Configure Contributor Roles).
**EAR and XEAR Delivery Schedule Increased to 500**

In previous versions of EM, Editors (with appropriate RoleManager permissions) could create or edit a delivery schedule for a saved Enterprise Analytics Report (EAR) or Cross-publication Enterprise Analytics Report (XEAR) with a maximum number of deliveries of 25. Users had to manually configure additional deliveries in increments of 25 at a time.

The maximum number of deliveries for scheduling is increased to 500, while imposing an upper limit of 1000 as the number of remaining deliveries.

**TO CONFIGURE:**

No system configuration is required.

**New Proposal Pipeline View**

A new single-journal Proposal Pipeline View is available in both EAR and Custom Reports. The new view includes the same fields as the existing Proposal Pipeline Report, in addition to several fields capturing both standard and book-related Schedule Group metadata. (The Schedule Group fields will be available in the view on all sites, but they will not be populated with data on sites that do not use ProduXion Manager.)

Editors will be able to use the view to create and modify the Proposal Pipeline Report, enabling them to track the status of all the proposals in the system and their related Authors and invited submissions.

**TO CONFIGURE:**

No configuration is necessary. Users with reporting permissions will see this new view.